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Abstract
Traffic Sign Recognition systems aim to determine the meaning of traffic signs in highways for real-world applications such as
traffic sign inventory or driver assistance systems. Traffic sign datasets are inherently imbalanced, i.e. some traffic signs appear
more frequently than others. One serious consequence of this imbalance is the low recognition rates of minority classes (classes
with fewer training cases). In this paper, we propose a new method for improving traffic sign recognition of minority classes, by
applying balancing algorithms. As a result, our proposed method improves minority class recognition rates up to 28% compared
to traditional methods.
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1

Introduction

Traffic Sign Recognition (TSR) consists in automatically
identifying traffic signs for driver assistance systems or traffic sign inventory applications. However, some traffic signs
like speed limits are more frequent than others, for example
deer warnings, because some traffic signs depend on the environment. Hence, traffic sign datasets are inherently imbalanced. Traditional pattern recognition tasks for imbalanced
datasets present unfavorable recognition results for minority classes. This can be caused by the lack of information
needed to represent minority classes. Although in the literature some balancing algorithms[1, 2] have been proposed
to deal with imbalance problems, none of them have ever
been applied to traffic sign recognition. Therefore, in this

paper, we propose a new method for traffic sign recognition that applies balancing algorithms, in order to increase
the recognition rates of minority classes. This paper is organized as follows. Some existing Traffic Sign Recognition
systems are described in Section 2. Our proposed method is
introduced in Section 3. Section 4 shows and analyzes experimental results. Finally, Section 5 gives final conclusions
and directions for future work.

2

Related work

TSR has been addressed in many different ways.[3] TSR is
commonly treated as a two-stage problem: detection and
recognition. Detection aims to localize traffic signs immersed in a highway scene,[4] while recognition intents to
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identify the previously detected signs.[5] In this paper, we
are only focused in recognition.

There are two approaches for improving classification accuracies on imbalanced training sets:[1] balancing datasets by
either resampling minority classes[13] or subsampling maIn TSR, as in other recognition tasks, the choose of suitjority classes;[10, 14, 15] and implementing cost-sensitive clasable features is important because supervised classifiers
sifiers.[16, 17] However, cost-sensitive classifiers may not be
can perform better when they use appropriate informauseful on this particular problem, because relative costs for
tion. Histograms of Oriented Gradients (HOG), proposed
different traffic signs could be difficult to determine. Thereby Dalal and Triggs,[6] have been successfully applied to
fore for solving imbalance in TSR we propose to apply balTSR. Overett and Petersson[7] proposed two modifications
ancing algorithms.
to HOG features named LiteHOG+ and Single Bin HOG (SHOG) to characterize and classify traffic signs using Log- One common balancing algorithm consists in randomly
itBoost. Zaklouta, Stanciulescu, & Hamdoun[8] and Stal- oversampling minority clases in order to produce a ballkamp, Schipsing, Salmen, & Igel,[5] also used HOG fea- anced training set,[18] we will refer to this algorithm as
tures, jointly with Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA).[9] RES. Chawla, Bowyer, Hall, & Kegelmeyer[13] proposed a
Random forests and k-d trees performed the classification in variation of this algorithm named SMOTE, where minority
Ref.8 while nearest neighbor classifier was applied in Ref.5. classes are oversampled by creating new synthetic training
cases, using a combination of the available nearest neighOther popular features used for TSR are grayscale inforbors in those classes.
[23]
mation. Maldonado-Bascon et al.
used normalized
grayscale information to classify traffic signs with Support Balancing algorithms have the main purpose of reducing the
Vector Machines (SVM). Ciresan, Meier, Masci, & Schmid- imbalance ratio. Imbalance ratio is defined as the number of
huber[11] and Sermanet & LeCun[12] used different grayscale instances in the majority class, divided by the number of
and color normalized features, and classified using Convo- instances in the minority class.[2, 19]
lutional Neural Networks (CNN).
The initial step in many recognition systems, as in our proOne interesting characteristic of the TSR methods reported posed method, consists in obtaining an appropriate feature
in the literature, is that they are composed by two steps: 1) set. In many cases, these feature sets may be composed by a
features generation and 2) classification. Our main contribu- large amount of attributes, and then, it may be advisable to
tion is the addition of another step, where a balancing algo- apply a dimensionality reduction algorithm in order to simrithm is applied to the traditional TSR steps in order to over- plify the training set.
come the negative consequences of an imbalanced training
Considering that in TSR the training set is imbalanced, we
set on classification tasks.
propose, as a second step, the use of balancing algorithms in
order to increase the amount of cases in the minority classes.
The more information is available in the class, the more
probability to accurately labeling new cases. Finally, once
the new training set has been generated through the application of a balancing algorithm, the next step is training a classifier using this new training set. Classifiers perform better
when an appropriate set of features is chosen, and when a
suitable amount of information per class is available.

Figure 1: Proposed method

3

Proposed method

A training set is imbalanced when it contains many training
cases of some classes (majority classes), but just a few in
other classes (minority classes). In traffic sign recognition,
some signs are more frequent than others and, as a consequence, traffic sign datasets are imbalanced. One important
consequence of imbalanced training sets is the poor classification rates in minority classes, while majority classes tend
to be accurately recognized.
Published by Sciedu Press

Figure 1 shows our proposed method diagram. The original imbalanced training set is processed to obtain a suitable
set of features. Then, if the set of features has too many attributes, dimensionality reduction shall be applied. Finally,
a balancing algorithm is applied to reduce the imbalance
ratio, generating a more suitable training set for training a
classifier.

4

Experimental results

This section presents a set of experiments performed in order to demonstrate that the proposed method improves the
recognition rate of minority classes in TSR.
39
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set, as well as the resulting imbalance ratio and the global
accuracies for recognition. It can be seen that, by applying
RES and SMOTE algorithms, a good balanced training set
can be generated.

Our proposed method was tested using a popular dataset for
TSR, the German Traffic Sign Recognition Benchmark (GTSRB).[5] This dataset was designed with the purpose of classifying traffic signs, i.e. it is composed only by traffic sign Table 1: Number of instances of the training set, after
applying balancing algorithms; imbalance ratio and Acc
images.
(global recognition accuracy).
The GTSRB dataset is composed by 39,209 images for
Imbalance
Description
Training cases
Acc (%)
training, and 13,630 for validation, divided in 43 classes.
Ratio (IR)
The GTSRB images were taken under different lighting and
GRAY
39 209
10.71
90.10
weather conditions, making TSR a challenging task.
GRAY+RES
117 627
1.08
89.45
4.2

Experimental setup

The implementation of a traditional two stage TSR method
will serve as a base for comparing our proposed method. In
this paper, the proposed method was tested using two commonly used set of features: grayscale intensity levels and
Histograms of Oriented Gradients.

GRAY+SMOTE
HOG
HOG+RES
HOG+SMOTE

81 923
39 209
117 627
81 923

5.29
10.71
1.08
5.29

89.96
95.28
94.76
95.20

Once the new training sets were created by using balancing
algorithms, the next step was to apply a classifier. Figures
2 and 3 show the accuracy per class for each training set:
Grayscale intensity levels (GRAY) were used to accu- original, balanced using RES, and balanced using SMOTE.
rately recognize faces in the eigenfaces method proposed Both figures plot the number of training cases per class, in
in Ref.20. In our experiments, all traffic sign images were order to know the recognition rate improvement of every
scaled using bilinear interpolation to a fixed size of 28 × 28 class when using each different training set.
pixels as in Ref.21, resulting in 784 features.
Training cases

2400

The Histograms of Oriented Gradients (HOG) features were
firstly proposed by Dalal & Triggs.[6] This popular set of
features has already been used for TSR, as mentioned in the
Related Work section, giving accurate results. In our experiments, the HOG features were computed using a fixed size
of 40 × 40 pixels in all images, cell sizes of 5 × 5 pixels,
and block sizes of 10 × 10 pixels, with 8 signed orientation
bins, as in Ref.5. The result is a set of 1,568 features.
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Considering the large amount of generated features, we used
Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA)[9] for dimensionality
reduction. As a result, both training sets (GRAY and HOG)
are composed by only 42 features. In order to guarantee
a straight and fair comparison between the traditional approach and the proposed method, all classification experiments were conducted using the k-NN classifier, with k=3
neighbors, using the implementation provided in WEKA.[22] Figure 2: Up) Number of training cases per class. Down)
Accuracies per class for gray features.
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4.3

Balancing the training set

Our hypothesis is that applying balancing algorithms helps
improving minority class recognition in TSR. In order to
prove this hypothesis, two different balancing algorithms
were applied following our proposed method: 1) Resampling (RES) minority class training cases using a resampling
size value of 300%, as suggested in Ref.2; and 2) SMOTE,
that was applied several times, once for every minority class,
using the imbalance ratio as percentage of new objects to be
generated.
Table 1 shows the resulting number of training cases after
applying the balancing algorithms to the original training
40

Figure 2 shows the recognition rates per class when GRAY
features were used for classification. Minority classes 1, 25,
30, and 41 present important improvements in their individual recognition rates, compared to the traditional method.
On the contrary, some majority classes like 2 and 3 present
a slight decrease in their recognition accuracies. However,
in Table 1, it can be seen that global recognition accuracies
for these set of features remain almost unchanged.
Figure 3 plots the recognition rates per class when HOG
features were used as attributes. Similarly, some minority
classes like 1 and 31 present considerable improvements in
their recognition rates, while some majority classes like 12
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or 19 showed a slight reduction in their accuracies. Again,
from Table 1, we can observe a very small variation in the
global recognition accuracies.
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negative effects on classifiers were tackled by applying balancing algorithms. The motivation of this work was to improve of the recognition rates of minority classes, without
seriously affecting global accuracies.

Training cases

2400

In our experiments, two popular feature sets, which have
already been used for TSR were tested: Grayscale intensity levels (GRAY) and Histograms of Oriented Gradients
(HOG). In addition, two different balancing algorithms: resampling minority class training cases (RES) and SMOTE
were used for balancing the training set. Experimental results show that, in spite of the features used and the balancing algorithm applied, our proposed method helps improving recognition rates of minority classes, while global
accuracies remain high.
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In the future, we will apply this new method on traffic sign
detection tasks, in order to minimize false positives and
miss-classifications.

Class number

Figure 3: Up) Number of instances per class. Down)
Accuracies per class for HOG features.

5

Conclusions

This paper proposes a new method for Traffic Sign Recognition, where the inherently imbalanced training sets and their
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